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�SRAM IS THE most common embedded-memory

option for CMOS ICs. As the supply voltage of low-

power ICs decreases, it must remain compatible

with the operating conditions. At the same time, in-

creasingly parallel architectures of such low-power

systems demand more on-chip cache to effectively

share information across parallel processing units.

Finally, supply voltage scaling improves the energy

consumed by SRAM and dramatically reduces its

leakage power.

Achieving low-voltage operation in SRAM faces a

confluence of challenges, originating from process

variation, and related to bit cell stability, sensing, archi-

tecture, and efficient CAD methodologies. The trend

toward increased quantity of embedded SRAM in

scaled technology compounds the specific need of

SRAM in low-power systems. Integrating more mem-

ory on chip provides an effective means to use silicon

because of memory’s lower power density, layout reg-

ularity, and performance and power benefits from

reduced off-chip bandwidth. As a result, the ever-

increasing integration of embedded SRAM continues.1

Current solutions to low-voltage SRAM have shown

promise. As the data in Figure 1 reveals, a voltage-

scalable 8-Kbyte SRAM operates from 0.25 V to

1.2 V.2 By employing some of the design innovations

discussed in this article, this memory design

minimizes energy per access and achieves a

50� reduction in leakage power by trading off

performance. Indeed, low-power sys-

tems benefit from SRAMs that function

at very low voltage in the state of the

art, but such design solutions of low-

voltage SRAM significantly impact

area and performance.3 Reducing this

area overhead and further improving

the metrics of energy per accessed bit

and leakage power will enable new

opportunities for low-power electronics

in mobile platforms. Wearable electronics, portable

medical monitors, and implantable medical devices

are some of the applications requiring the storage of

significant quantities of information (e.g., patient

data), low-access energy caches, and a long operat-

ing lifetime from a battery.

In this article, we discuss the challenges to

embedded-SRAM design, with particular emphasis

on the factors that limit the minimum operating sup-

ply voltage Vmin. We also explore various design solu-

tions and discuss open areas of investigation.

Challenges
The workhorse of embedded memory is SRAM

based on the 6T (six-transistor) cell, shown in

Figure 2a. From this cell, a subarray is assembled by

tiling memory cells into a grid with wordlines (WLs)

running horizontally and bitlines (BLs) running verti-

cally, as in Figure 3. Each memory cell is associated

with one or more WLs and one or more BLs. Nomi-

nally, the bit cell supplies and well biases are globally

connected to static voltage sources. During read, the

WL voltage VWL is raised, and the memory cell dis-

charges either BLT (bitline true) or BLC (bitline com-

plement), depending on the stored data on nodes Q

and bQ. A sense amplifier converts the differential

signal to a logic-level output. Then, at the end of the

read cycle, the BLs return to the positive supply rail.

During write, VWL is raised and the BLs are forced to
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Editor’s note:

SRAMs capable of operating at extremely low supply voltages��for example,

below the transistor threshold voltage��can enable ultra-low-power battery-

operated systems by allowing the logic and memory to operate at the same

optimal supply voltage. This review article presents SRAM techniques includ-

ing new bit cells, novel sensing schemes, and read/write assist circuits for

ultra-low-power applications.
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either VDD or VSS (depending on the data), overpower-

ing the contents of the memory cell. During hold, VWL

is held low and the BLs are left floating or driven to VDD.

The stability of the 6T memory cell can be verified

by examining its butterfly curve, which contains the

voltage transfer characteristics (VTCs) of the two

inverters formed by devices M1, M3, M5 and devices

M2, M4, M6, respectively, in Figure 2a. The input-

output relations from bQ to Q and from Q to bQ

are plotted on the same set of axes, assuming the

BLs are driven by DC voltage sources, as in

Figures 4a through 4c. During read or hold, three

roots of intersection are desired, indicating bistability.

During write, only one root of intersection is desired,

so that the cell will deterministically flip to one of the

two data states, as set by the BL polarity. The severity
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Figure 1. Scaling SRAM supply voltage improves both energy consumption (a) and leakage power (b) at the expense

of performance.2
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Figure 2. Several SRAM bit cell options: conventional 6T (six-transistor) (a), 7T (Source: Takeda et al.4) (b), 8T

(Source: Chang et al.5) (c), 10T single-ended (Source: Calhoun and Chandrakasan.6) (d), and 10T differential

(Source: Chang et al.7) (e).
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of local variation among devices in the memory cell,

primarily from threshold voltage fluctuation in transis-

tors, threatens the capability to preserve stability

across 106 to 109 memory cells within one die.9

The effect of this variation on SRAM stability is

evident in the transition from Figures 4a-4c to

Figures 4d-4f. Reducing VDD from 0.9 V to 0.6 V in

the simulation of an SRAM cell in 32-nm predictive

technology8 reveals a dramatic degradation of read

and write butterfly curves. Some outlier read butterfly

curves will fail to preserve a 0 when device M5

becomes too strong, relative to M3, and the trip

point of the opposite inverter shifts toward 0 V from

a weakened M2 and a strengthened M4. Also, some

outlier write butterfly curves will fail to successfully

write from 1 to 0 under complementary conditions

of a strong M1, weak M5, and strong M4. The root

cause is related to the fact that the current through

a transistor is proportional to (VGS � VTH) when

VGS > VTH, and is approximately proportional to

10(VGS�VTH)/100mV when VGS < VTH. Thus, the impact of

VTH fluctuation reduces with increasing power supply

but becomes intolerable at low supply voltages.

At 0.6 V, the hold butterfly curves remain robust.

Because the pass transistors, M5 and M6, are off, the

logic-level outputs of the inver-

ters easily reach the supply

rails, guaranteeing a wide sepa-

ration of the bistable points

from the metastable point. The

hold characteristics will eventu-

ally fail when the supply is

reduced to the subthreshold

regime, where even inverters

cannot drive a strong 0 or 1.

Single-event-upsets from radi-

ation also corrupt data in

SRAM. When alpha particles

from packaging materials or neu-

trons from space penetrate a sili-

con wafer, they can generate a

charge that perturbs the state

nodes of a memory element,

causing it to flip. This failure

rate increases with a reduction

of supply voltage because of

the decrease in stored charge

on internal nodes.10 To address

these soft errors, an SRAM can

be protected with an error-

correcting code (ECC), requiring extra memory bits

in each word and adding latency to both write access

(for encoding) and read access (for detection and

correction). If more than 1 bit must be corrected,

ECC complexity increases significantly. Therefore,

multibit errors from soft-error phenomena are

avoided by interleaving multiple words onto the

same physical row.11 For example, a row of 128 adja-

cent bits comes from eight 16-bit words interleaved.

Therefore, physical multibit errors show up as multi-

ple single-bit errors in different words.

Assuming the bit cell preserves its state under all

the aforementioned contexts, sensing remains a chal-

lenge. The separation in current between a worst-case

on BL and a worst-case off BL poses a fundamental

barrier to the sensing margin. This margin can be

improved by shortening the BLs at the expense of

area efficiency. For single-ended sensing, an accessed

cell storing 0 can produce a false 1 on the output of

the sense amplifier before a cell storing 1 can pro-

duce a true 1 on the output. For differential sensing,

the voltage difference between the 0 BL and the

1 BL might not overcome the offset of the associated

sense amplifier. Timing variation in the periphery

worsens this problem. SRAMs with sense amplifiers
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Figure 3. General architecture for an SRAM subarray.
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require a separate signal that bounds the maximum

BL signal delay to ensure correct evaluation. This con-

dition is difficult to preserve across process corners,

operating temperatures, and low supply voltages.12

Finally, a low-power memory that degrades overall

bit density in terms of Mbits/mm2 will increase system

cost and potentially reduce the range of applicability

because of economic factors. For area efficiency, lon-

ger BLs and WLs are chosen. But, beyond a certain

point, the penalty of power and delay motivates the

partitioning of the memory into multiple subarrays.

Within a subarray, the area of a sense amplifier is typ-

ically amortized over multiple memory columns to

improve efficiency. Therefore, a 32-bit word memory

is not restricted to a WL of only 32 columns. This

amortization is becoming increasingly important

because larger sense amplifiers can mitigate the prob-

lem of offset from variation in scaled CMOS. As with

soft-error immunity, bit interleaving is an important

feature, which in this case enables the optimization

of an SRAM architecture for area efficiency.

Bit interleaving is made possible by 6T SRAM because

read-stable memory cells in unselected columns can

have their BLs floating at VDD, corresponding to a

dummy read condition that, by construction, will

not upset the data.

In all cases, SRAM eventually fails as the supply

voltage decreases: bit cells become unreadable or

unwritable, radiation-induced soft errors accelerate,

sense amplifiers go bad, timing-control signals devi-

ate, and the BL signal vanishes. The limit on the min-

imum operating supply voltage Vmin is critical.

Therefore, circuit design techniques to lower Vmin

are actively under development.

Solutions
Creating a low-power memory from 6T SRAM has

been difficult. Various circuit design solutions try to

solve the problems highlighted in the previous sec-

tion. Circuit assists (modifications to the peripheral

circuitry that drive WLs, BLs, and power supplies)

have been employed to expand the operating margin.
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Figure 4. Statistical butterfly curves simulated with local variation at the nominal process corner in 32-nm

predictive technology8: read (a), write (b), and hold stability (c) at 0.9 V; and at 0.6 V [(d)�(f) respectively].
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Another class of approaches abandons the 6T cell,

adding transistors appropriately to bypass the problem

of the doubly ratioed contention between write and

read stability. In conjunction with bit cell stability,

new sensing techniques have better handled global

and local process variation in the signal path. For

standby, techniques to aggressively scale the supply

voltage to the statistical limit on hold stability have

greatly reduced power. Finally, the circuit optimization

for these designs must capture the statistical worst-

case realization of local mismatches at the worst-

case global corner. Therefore, CAD tools and methods

for fast statistical SRAM design have emerged.

Peripheral assists

Because the constraints on relative bit cell device

strengths depend on the operation mode, dynamic

peripheral circuit assists have been developed to

widen the statistical operating margin, thereby reduc-

ing Vmin. Figure 5 illustrates the possible modulations

of the different cell terminal voltages��VDD, VSS, VBLT

and VBLC, VWL, VNW (n-well for PMOS body), VPW

(p-well for NMOS body)��to improve either read or

write. Experimental techniques have been developed

for each of these terminals (see Table 1). For exam-

ple, the design by Zhang et al. reduces VDD below

the WL and BL levels on a column of bit cells when

they are written,13 but raises VDD above the WL and

BL levels on the same bit cells when they are under

read stress.

Many of the assists, particularly those modulating

horizontal signals, are incompatible with bit interleav-

ing. To recover bit interleaving, a read-modify-write

scheme can be employed, in which every column

has a sense network so that a read operation can pre-

cede every write operation. Then, unselected col-

umns are written back with the original data, while

selected columns are written with new data. Unfortu-

nately, this scheme degrades performance, area

efficiency, and power.

Static biasing has also been employed. For exam-

ple, the WL voltage can be suppressed to enhance

read stability.14 Nho et al. have extended this static-

biasing technique to adaptively suppress the WL volt-

age only to the dies that require it.22 Yamaoka et al.

have employed static body bias on both PMOS and

NMOS devices in the cell array to recenter the global

shift in device strength in order to rebalance the

write and read failure rates.24 Alternatively, a conser-

vative approach to yield adds an extra off-chip power

supply for the bit cells (and optionally the WLs) to

improve the stability and performance yield of

SRAM to the point at which the CMOS logic limits

yield.23

Finally, investigation of the dynamics of read dis-

turbance reveal that it’s possible to produce a func-

tional memory from bit cells that exhibit failing

butterfly curves under read stability. Pilo et al. di-

rectly connect sense amplifiers to every BL pair so

that a full-logic level is restored during a read opera-

tion.20 Therefore, bits that have flipped will be written

back to the correct data if enough correct signal is

generated before data corruption. Cosemans,

Dehaene, and Catthoor buffer short local BLs to

long global BLs so that the local BLs collapse before

the peak cell current, and hence peak cell distur-

bance, is established.25
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Alternative SRAM bit cells

Figures 2b through 2e show alternative bit cells

that bypass the stability constraints of the 6T cell.

Adding one transistor (along with an associated WL

control signal) in series with one of the pull-down

NMOS devices greatly reduces read and write instabil-

ity by breaking the feedback in the cross-coupled

inverters.4 The resulting 8-Kbyte 7T design functions

Table 1. Description of various bit cell assists.

Terminal Description Limitations

Dynamic modulation of vertically

routed VDD

Switch between supplies to obtain VDD � VWL > 0

for bit cells under read stress, and VDD �

VWL < 0 for bit cells under write operation.13

� Settling time

� Up to two extra power supplies

� Extent of assist limited by hold margin

Float VDD and charge share with grounded

dummy line to reduce cell supply voltage

for write.14

� Assist setting must be determined at

design time

� Extent of assist limited by hold margin

Dynamic modulation of

horizontally routed VDD

Fully collapse VDD during write for only the

adjacent bits in a word.6
� Bit cell area impact

� Incompatible with bit interleaving

Dynamic modulation of VWL During read, cut off wordline (WL) pulse before

unstable bit flip completes.15

� WL timing control

� Incompatible with bit interleaving

Swap VWL and VDD between two supply levels:

VWL < VDD during read, VWL > VDD during

write to maximize the extent of assist.16

� Requires extra supply and multiplexing

in both row and column periphery

� Incompatible with bit interleaving

Dynamic modulation of

horizontally routed VSS

Raise footer on 2T read stack for unselected

rows to eliminate bitline (BL) off current.17

� Reduced performance at nominal voltage

� Peripheral area overhead

� Bit cell area impact

Dynamic modulation of globally

routed VSS

Elevate VVSS during idle time or write, but

discharge to 0 V during a read cycle.18

� Reduced performance at nominal voltage

� Separate supply level must be generated

Dynamic modulation of vertically

routed VSS

Generate negative VVSS from peripheral charge

pump to improve read current and read

stability.19

Increased leakage and disturbance to

neighboring cells in the same column

Dynamic modulation of BL Generate negative BL voltage from peripheral

charge pump to improve write ability.19

Extent of assist must be determined at design

time and is limited by disturbance to

neighboring cells in the same column

During read, restore every BL to logic level for

writeback of disturbed cells.20

Increased active power and sense-amplifier

area

Lower BL precharge with supply21 or current

pulse15 for read stability.

Uncertainty associated with optimal

magnitude of assist

Static VWL setting Reduce VWL with loading NMOS transistors to

track global conditions.14

� Reduced performance and limited

adaptability to global process corners

� Small area overhead

Adaptively choose VWL underdrive by

monitoring global conditions with replica

memory cells.22

� Added test flow complexity

� Small power and area overhead

Static dual supply rails Employ a separate bit cell supply VCS and

periphery supply VDD to improve stability and

performance.23

� System complexity

� Test-flow overhead

Static NMOS and PMOS

body bias

Recenter the balance between read and write

stability over variable global process corners.24

� Detecting global conditions

� Limited influence of body bias
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at a ratio VDD/VTH of around 1.4. By adding two tran-

sistors, the read can be entirely decoupled from the

write operation in an 8T cell by sensing the data

through a separate read stack controlled by a sepa-

rate read wordline (RWL).5 The remaining 6T portion

of the cell is optimized for write, resulting in an over-

all lower Vmin.

Further leakage and energy savings are enabled

by operating an SRAM in or near the subthreshold

region. Thus, an 8T SRAM design by Verma and

Chandrakasan contains a write assist in which a

horizontally routed VDD line is collapsed during

write.17 As a result, the bit cell array Vmin is limited

by the hold margin. For memory applications uncon-

strained by performance that must always retain state

(e.g., wireless sensor nodes for environmental moni-

toring), leakage is the primary concern. Therefore,

operating at the minimum possible supply, which is

determined by hold stability, will require a solution

like this 8T SRAM design.

Furthermore, the VSS line for the 2T read stack is

routed horizontally and driven high for unselected

rows, thereby eliminating the off-state leakage on

the BL. One of the drawbacks is the area overhead

related to routing four signals��VDD, VSS, VWL, and

VRWL��horizontally on the memory cell’s pitch. The

10T cell described by Calhoun and Chandrakasan

does not require a read assist, as in the 8T subthres-

hold design, but it must contain two extra transistors

to mitigate BL leakage from unselected cells.6

Because of the required WL control signals or hor-

izontally routed power supply assists, none of the

aforementioned cells (7T, 8T, 10T) can interleave bit

cell columns. In response, some memory designs

propose the read-modify-write scheme for these alter-

native bit cell topologies.16 Alternatively, the 10T cell

described by Chang et al. permits bit interleaving

and exhibits superior sense margin with a differential

read path based on a DCVSL (differential cascade

voltage-switch-logic level) structure at the column

periphery.7 This cell enables column interleaving

because of a NAND-type structure in the pass-gate

that conducts only if it receives both a row-select

and column-select signal. There is a performance

degradation from stacked transistors that requires

boosted WL voltages, but BL leakage is reduced at

the same time.

Finally, most of the alternatives to the 6T cell re-

quire single-ended sensing instead of differential sens-

ing. This property imposes an additional constraint

that the weakest memory cell in the chip must over-

power the strongest off BL elsewhere in the chip. Fur-

thermore, a global mechanism to define a midpoint

between the two data states must be established��
whether it be strobe timing, a voltage input to a pseu-

dodifferential amplifier, or an implicit conversion of a

dynamic BL to static voltage levels. The challenge of

separating on and off BLs in a single-ended sensing

scheme could ultimately limit Vmin instead of bit

cell stability. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics

of the various bit cell options we’ve discussed.

Sensing innovations

For low-voltage operation, bit cell assists are not

sufficient. Hence, new sensing approaches, beyond

those available for operation at higher voltages,

have emerged. Several solutions have addressed the

difficulties of single-ended sensing.

The 8T SRAM described by Verma and Chandraka-

san employs sense-amplifier redundancy by selecting

a backup sense amplifier in case the original one

does not work (see Figure 6a).17 Sinangil, Verma,

and Chandrakasan have also employed reconfigur-

ability by choosing one of two gate-input differential

Future Landscape of Embedded Memories

Table 2. Comparison of bit cell characteristics.

Property 6T cell 7T cell 8T cell

Single-ended

10T cell

10T cell

differential

Area overhead

compared to 6T

0% 13% 30%, 50% (with write

and read assists)

70% (with write

assist)

110% (with write

assist)

Stability limitation Read and write Write Write or hold (with assist) Hold (with assist) Hold (with assist)

Sense scheme Differential or

single-ended

Single-ended Single-ended Single-ended Differential

Column interleaving Yes No No No Yes
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sense amplifiers.2 For high-speed operation, the BL

common-mode voltage is closer to VDD and is better

sensed through an amplifier with NMOS inputs. For

low-speed, low-voltage operation, the significant

amount of BL droop produces a signal window closer

to VSS that is better served by a sense amplifier with

PMOS inputs. Alternatively, Cosemans, Dehaene, and

Catthoor employ a single sense amplifier with redun-

dant voltage references to tune each sense ampli-

fier.25 Thus, the effective offset is reduced at the

cost of testing complexity.

Another type of sensing strategy involves using

replica circuits to determine optimum bias condi-

tions. The subthreshold SRAM design based on a

10T cell described by Kim et al. modifies read

stack devices M7 through M10 so that unselected

cells in a common BL have the same type of parasit-

ic leakage current pulling up on the BL regardless of

the data state.26 As a result, it’s possible to observe

the voltage generated on the BL when a selected

cell pulls the BL low through a replica column, as

illustrated in Figure 6b. This voltage provides the

virtual ground voltage to sensing inverters for

functional columns. As a result, the trip point of

the sensing inverter automatically adjusts to the

midpoint between the BL’s logic-high and logic-

low voltages.

A third class of sensing innovation relates to offset

compensation (see Figure 6c). Variation-tolerant sens-

ing networks are critical to work within the diminish-

ing separation between an on and off BL at low

voltages. For the single-ended case (in Figure 7a),

this diminishing separation is illustrated by the light

gray delay histograms in Figures 7b and 7c, which cor-

respond to sensing a long BL of 256 cells at 1 V and

0.55 V, respectively, with a dynamic PMOS inverter.

In the latter case, the distribution of the false 1 over-

laps with the distribution of the true 1, making it im-

possible to capture the data of all bits correctly.

The dark gray histograms in Figures 7b and 7c

show the result of sensing the same long BL with

the AC-coupled sense amplifier (ACSA) of Figure 6c,

which is described in detail elsewhere.27 Not only

does the worst-case delay of the true 1 decrease,

but also the separation between true 1 and false 1

widens and preserves a sampling window at 0.55 V

for 90% yield of a 64-Kbyte array. The ACSA works

by storing the variable threshold of the amplifying

PMOS M3 in series with the BL signal while also sup-

pressing the variation of the output PMOS M4 by
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driving its gate-to-source voltage at a rate equal to

(1 þ gmro) times the BL signal development, where

gm is the transconductance of M3, and ro is the output

resistance of M3. Our measurements show that when

employing offset compensation and avoiding variable

timing-control signals to activate the sense network,

the memory operates down to 0.57 V. As a limitation

of single-ended sensing, this technique requires a

midpoint reference in the form of a timing signal

that falls within the sampling window.

Data retention voltage for standby power

For idle memory banks, lowering the supply volt-

age to the limit of hold stability enables a dramatic re-

duction of standby power as both gate leakage and

subthreshold leakage (through the phenomenon of

drain-induced barrier lowering) scale down. This

limit, known as the data-retention voltage (DRV),

results from the effects of the local variation depicted

in Figures 4c and 4f. Moreover, this relation changes

with process corner, temperature, and transistor

end-of-life degradation.28

Because of the uncertainty related to the DRV, cur-

rent approaches conservatively place PMOS or NMOS

diodes in series with the SRAM power supply to re-

duce the SRAM array leakage. Recent memory

designs have emphasized both accurately setting

the DRV with active regulation15 and applying reten-

tion bias with fine granularity to maximize the num-

ber of memory cells held in retention mode. For

example, the SRAM design described by Pilo et al. dy-

namically biases individual subarrays out of retention

on a cycle-by-cycle basis.29

Researchers have proposed techniques to predict

the DRV in order to aggressively reduce the standby

supply voltage. Takeyama et al., for example, bias

the array to twice the threshold voltage of bit cell

devices30 (a sufficient condition for retention) by

observing the thresholds through replica memory

cell devices. Qazi et al. determine the DRV from a

smaller sample of 256 sensor cells by accelerating

the failure rate with skewed supplies and analytically

estimating the true failure rate with statistical

techniques.27

SRAM design methodologies for yield

SRAM specifications such as performance and

Vmin are subject to the constraint of functionality,

which is difficult to guarantee at process-variation

extremes. This type of problem can be treated using
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the Monte Carlo method, which samples memory cell

parameters over multiple trials and interprets the fre-

quency of failing trials as the failure probability. How-

ever, the required number of simulation runs for a

high-confidence estimate of a failure probability p

is given by NMC ¼ 100/p. For a multi-megabit memory,

this can require hundreds of millions of simulation

runs.

Therefore, accelerated simulation techniques have

been developed to more efficiently use computa-

tional resources. For instance, Singhee and Rutenbar

have evaluated the characteristics of a 6T SRAM bit

cell.31 Their approach runs fewer simulations than

in the standard Monte Carlo approach by blocking

out the realization of variation parameters close to

the nominal case. The resulting simulations produce

more data in the tails of probability distributions,

which are then analytically modeled. Another set

of approaches have focused on the application of

importance-sampling simulation to IC design. Rather

than counting the number of failing realizations rela-

tive to passing realizations, failure probability is

observed by coarsely determining how much skew

the nominal realization needs to become a failing

realization. Then, the results of a short, skewed

Monte Carlo simulation trial are analytically unbiased

to estimate the true failure rate.

For example, Qazi et al. have evaluated the read

access yield of the SRAM critical path.32 The cir-

cuit’s 12D parameter space of local threshold volt-

age fluctuation is explored through a two-stage

process of statistical sampling. First, the general

direction of skew is identified through a modest

number of simulation trials on the surface of a

generalized sphere in the parameter space. Next,

the estimated skew is refined through targeted

local sampling, which gravitates toward failure

mechanisms of increasing likelihood, as indicated

by the joint probability density function. Finally, an

importance-sampling simulation is run with distribu-

tions, whose means are shifted according to the

skew until the estimator settles to a tolerable level

of relative error (sample variance). (The estimator

is obtained from a well-known formula on the

basis of the specific parameter realizations in each

trial, along with the skew.) This technique matches

the results of the nominal Monte Carlo method,

with 650� fewer total Spice simulations at a failure

of 10�4, and it extends to far lower failure probabil-

ities with increasing speedups.

The basic intuition behind importance sampling

comes from the analytical formulation of the failure

as the integral of the probability density of variation

parameters over the failure region. This integral is

dominated by a small subregion of interest, so a

Monte Carlo simulation approach can converge

more quickly if most random samples are drawn

from this region. In the example of the SRAM read

path, the circuit designer can quickly reconcile the in-

teraction of the variable BL signal and sense-amplifier

offset to predict overall chip yield. More importantly,

as the designer explores solutions to enable lower

voltage operation, the iteration time between circuit

modification and yield determination reduces

exponentially.

Moreover, postfabrication techniques to recover

yield in SRAM have long existed. Some techniques

are based on bypassing faulty memory cells, deter-

mined during initial product test, with redundant

rows and columns.33 Others use ECC, primarily to

fix transient faults, but also hard defects.11 Such tech-

niques will increase in relevance to the stressful oper-

ating conditions of low-voltage SRAM.

AS SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESS technology continues

scaling, transistor mismatches and process fluctua-

tions will worsen. Circuit designers are challenged

to address the need for low-voltage SRAM design

through novel circuit techniques in the periphery

and in the bit cell while minimizing area overhead

or performance penalty. Although different cell top-

ologies providing many advantages over conven-

tional 6T bit cells have been proposed, the 8T bit

cell has attracted considerable attention from aca-

demia and industry because of its compact layout

implementation.

As bit cell design, circuit assists, and sensing tech-

niques continue to develop, the circuit designer will

employ improved statistical CAD methodologies.

The capability of the current framework of circuit de-

sign tools cannot cope with the statistical simulation

of circuits containing hundreds of randomly fluctuat-

ing devices, both within a die and from die to die.

In fact, satisfactory methods for selecting global pro-

cess conditions for analysis are essential. Current

approaches typically cycle through all permutations

of global conditions by brute force and must con-

tinue to do so for lack of more-efficient methodolo-

gies, yet die-to-die variation has just as important an

impact on SRAM yield.22
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Finally, a low-power SRAM does not minimize its

power as an isolated unit but rather enables a low-

power system. Various circuit components��I/O, dig-

ital core, analog interfaces, and memory��will not

have the same optimum supply voltage. For example,

logic and memory will exhibit different minimum en-

ergy points because of the different ratios of switched

capacitance to idle device width. Therefore, the min-

imization of system power will require a balance

among energy-efficient DC-DC converters, level-

shifting circuitry, power grid routing, noise immunity,

and system complexity. Whether it dominates the

die area, requires the highest supply voltage, or

must remain always on for retention, SRAM will con-

tinue to play a critical role and must be mindfully

integrated into this balance. �
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